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Selected As A Beet All Round Kentucky Ootninurilty Newspaper
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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, April 8, 1968

Seen&Heard Murray TOPS Club Membe
- rs Your State
Win Scrapbook Plaque
Around
Officials
Murray

'lend. We
a lovely

Dr. H. S. McKenzie
Wins Appointment
Fulbright Program

hInk this

Vol. LXXXIX No. 84

One Person Is Free For All In Demo Senate
Injured In Race May Boil Down To Two
Accident

1

o' 3, 1967
Happy
,-hunting
time and

10* Per Copy

Dr. H. S. McKenzie, son of
Rev. and Mrs. Henry McKenThe meeting was held at the
Five members of the TOPS
Former zie has received an appoint—
nomination may boil down to a
FRANKFORT
By DREW VON BERGEN
Club of Murray attended the Phoenix Hotel in Lexington U.S. Representative W. Howes ment for the academic year
contest between former state
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
(UPI)
—
We feel that every Presidential state convention held in T. os- with about 450 persons attend- Meade, 54, Paintaville attorney 1963-69 under the Fulbright
Events of this past weekend Commerce Commissioner Kath.
ing. Toe Murray club was the who campaigned for Congress Program to become a ConsultTed White of Greensburg. indicate the
candidate should show enough ington last week. TOPS stm
free-for-all race erine Peden and former state
recipient
of
a
special
for
bronze
Take
Off
Pounds
Se
.1'
ly.
ant
Ind.,
a
student
at
Murray
State
in
(Personnel
Management
maturity to get a haircut every
by helicopter in 1954, is Kenfor the Democratic senatorial party chairman Foster Ockerplaque
for
winning
for
their
Those
attending
were
University,
was
treated
at
the
and
Human
now and then.
tucky's new Commissioner of Administration
man of Lexington.
Wanda Colson,
Murrell scrapbook they had prepared. Personnel
Relations) to the Government emergency room of the MurWith seven weeks remainThe
inscription
reads
"S.R.D.
Smith,
Mrs.
Nadine
Smith,
ray-Calloway
County Hospital
Among these who received aing before the May 28 primary,
Meade was named to the post of Cyprus, under appointment
Award,
1968,
First
Mrs.
Scrapbook.
Pauline
Jones,
and
Mrs
after he sustained lacerations
wards for making significant
organization becomes increasby Gov. Louie B. Nunn front a by the Department of State.
One of the highlights of the
In writing to friends here of the scalp in an accident on
contributions to society in var- Pat Weixler.
ingly important.
•
list of three recommended to
convention
was
the
style
show.
Dr. McKenzie said -As with Sunday morning at 1:55, acMrs. Cora Potter, half-sister
ious fields are the following
Ockerman and Miss Peden
One
woman
modeled
a
size
12
all Fulbright Scholars, my ap- cording to the report filed by of Mrs. Eulah Waters of Mur- were the only two candidates
people. We are running this
dress and two years ago her
pointment will be for one aca- Sgt. Max Morris, Patrolmen J. ray, died Saturday at the among 14 hopefuls that showed
entire list because it shows
size
was
22%.
demic year of 10 months; but, P. Witherspoon, Mozell Phil. Smith Rest Home, Paducah.
what some people do. All this
any semblance of organization
In checking the weights of
unlike
other
appointments. lips, and Earl Stalls of the
Funeral services were held at the Jefferson-Jackson Day
talk about being bored with
the members in Kentucky, it
this one is not to a university Murray Police Department.
Sunday at the Kennedy Fun- dinner in Louisville Saturday,
life, nothing new going o ti,
RIVERSIDE, CALIF., Spec- was found that two tons of
The police said White was eral Home, Paducah, with bur- which was preceded by a meet(there is no university in Cypeverything's been dons, world ial — A native of Murray. Derus) but, rather, to the Gov- a passenger in the 1964 Chev- ial in the Mt. Kenton Ceme- ing of the party's state central
going to pot, etc is • lot of wey H. Jones, has been nam- weight had been lost by the
members in the past year.
ernment of Cyprus. I will be rolet two door owned by Dale tery.
baloney and these people are ed academic dean of Califorexecutive committee.
The Murray club meets each
holding Management Develop- A. Watson and driven by Dale
Survivors are five daughtproving it. Here is the list as nia Baptist College, Riverside.
aifias Peden opened her state
Tuesday
night
at
seven
o'clock
M.
Watson
11—Grayvi1le,
ment classes for businessmen
ers, Mesdames Arthur Medsk- campaign headquarters on the
set forth by Who's Who, Inc. beginning with the fall semesat
the
Community
Center
on
The
police
said
Watson
turned
in Nicosia and courses in Ader, Roland Miller, Clifford same day, only a few doors
Read the comments, they are ter, September 1. His mother,
Ellis Drive and all visitors or
ministration for Government onto Chestnut Street. lost con- Anderson, Elwood Peyton, and away from the party functions.
not bad in themselves.
Mrs. Pearl Stamps Jones, now new members are urged to attrol
of
the
car.
ran
off
the
road
officials. The family and I will
Bill Uvann; two half-sisters,
And former Gov. Edward T.
lives in San Bernardino, Calif. tend.
be leaving in late August, and into a tree.
Mrs. Bertha Whatley and Mrs. Breathitt made sure everyoae
We'll run half of the list today
Dean Jones came to Califorfounded
The
TOPS
Club
was
Damage
to
the
Watson
car
our current plans are to sell
fulah Waters; eight grandchil- knew who he suppm
and the rest some other time. nia Baptist College as assistfor the
in January 1948 in Milwaukee,
our cars, pick up a Volkswagen was on the left side.
dren; six great grandchildren. nomination. He was
We'll change that to one third ant professor of history in
1 dayhousewife who
Wisconsin.
by
a
Sunday at 9:40 a.m, a two
bus in Germany, and drive to
long buttonholing Dr., ,cratic
today and another third an- 1955 Five years later he was
from overweight. With
suffered
Greece or Turkey. The child- car accident occurred at 16th
leaders from across the state
other day. then the last third appointed Director of Minisonly four members the club
ren will be attending an Eng- and Main Streets, according to
in the lobby of the Sheraton
another day
Mons. which title he has con- with its sane and sensible aplish school in Nicosia, and we Sgt. Ed Knight and Patrolman
Hotel and asking them to work
tinued to hold while serving proach to the ptablem has wen
will be living in a furnished Dale Spann of the Murray Pofor Mis.) Peden, whom he apArchitecture — Moshe Safdie, since mid-year of 196647 sesapproval
of
wholehearted
the
lice Department.
house there.
Montreal, Canada, Israeli-born sion as acting dean of the col"Mitzi", the small dog of the pointed to the commerce post
the medical profession and the
Cars involved were a 19115 late Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Ladd during -his 1963-1967 term of
will be receiving a lea"'e
• architect "whose boldly orig- lege
benefit'it
was
obese for whose
Chevrolet
four
door
driven
by
of
absence
from
Carson-Newinal concept in urban housing
W. HOWES MEADE
is now reported to be doing office.
Formal installation service begun
man, and our tentative plans Franklin Otis Towery of Mur- fine through the care of Dr.
Personnel Commissioner, ,
But Ockerman received a
(Habitat 67) was one of the for Dean Jones will he
ineludThe purpose of TOPS is priray
Route
One
and
a
1962
are
to
return here after our
key attractions at Canada's ExJ. M. Converse, local veterin- boost in his campaign when
marily to help all the over- him by the State Personnel year in Cyprus.
Studebaker
four
door
driven
po 67 .
." His citatioa conarian who removed the dog former state Highway Commisweight who are sincerely in- Board, which had interviewed
"Needless to say. the family by Clara Tucker Hutchens of from the wreckage of the Ladd sioner Henry Ward, the parcludes: "Safdie and his work
terested in losing pounds sen- 11 possibilities for appoint- is elated We look fonvard 715 Sycamore Street.
symbolise the hope that manhome Thursday morning fol- ty's 1967 gubernatorial nomisibly. It is based on the prin- ment.
Police said the Towery car
with great anticipation to
kind wW meet the challenge
lowing the tornado the prev- nee who lost to Louie B. Nunn,
Meade, a native of Johnson
ciple of group therapy, gettwas
going
east
on
Main
Street
appointment. In a very
of its booming urban populatdisclosed his support of Ockering together those who have a County, was educated at Ken- sense, it is a privilege to he in and the Hutchens car was go- ious night.
ions, while rescuing them from
The dog was pictured in the TIMM •
common problem AO discuss- tucky Military Institute, West- a post of respoinibility work- ing.4iorth on 16th Street when
the faceless anonymity of modWard.' now publisher of The
Friday issue of the Ledger ee
Mg it frankly II/Met fear of ern Kentucky University and ing for reconciliation in a the collision occurred.
ern urban life."
Paducah Sun-Democrat, said he
being laughed at or misunder- the University of Louisville troubled place. In a world of
Damage to the Towery car Times as it sat in the wreck- doesn't intend to campaign ac
Law School, where he was war. I will be working for was on the right rear door and age of the home near the purse
stood.
Art — Mary Bauermeister,
tively, but said "I'm for °elsMembers of the local club graduated in 1939. For three peace. In this sense, it repre- to the Hutchens car on the of Mrs. Ladd. Both Mr. and
New York, N.Y., whose unique!
Mrs. Ladd died in the storm erman."
said they compete with one an- years during World War II, be sents a real "Call". We are in- front end.
Ockerman served as Ward's
fusion of painting and sculpDr Converse was in the torother in a friendly fashion served in the Navy as a com- deed grateful for this opportture has gained her world-re
campaign chairman last year.
stricken
area
Thursday
nado
munications
officer.
weight
their
attaining
while
unity "
mown and a position in the
Several senatorial candidates
morning and got the dog out
In 1946. Meade was elected
and maintaining that weight.
Dr McKenzie who preached
forefront of contemporary artof the wreckage_ The doctor were present at the dinner. Into
Congress
from
the Seventh "here on several occasions while
Ea, member has to weigh in
ists. Her citation describes her
thought at first the little dog troduced in addition to OckerDistrict after a year-long jeep its father was pastor, is chair
at each meeting.
work. "Her textures are varhad a broken jaw and leg, but man and Miss Peden were forThe group therapy treat- campaign.
Mrs
Maude
I.
Beale
of
Alnan
of
the
Department
of
Ecc
ied . treated abstractly, ere-,
He was defeated for re-ties- nomics and Bulimia Adminis mo passed away Saturday at it-was found later that he was mer state Rep_ John Young
oni Abe same
baited
ments-4s
sting an interplay helve's'
Brown of Lexington, former
principle of Alcoholics Anony- lion in 194 out in 1954, un- tration at Carson-Newman Co! 1 - 13 p.m at the Murray-Callo- only scratched up.
ephemeral transparency and
The families of the stricittin state Rep. Ted Osborn of Lexmous. If the club is to be coin- daunted, he sought the nomin lege at Jefferson City, Tennes- way County Hospital. She was
Mrs. Catherine
protean solidity."
couple were able to pick the ington and
pletely successful each mem- ation for Congress in the old see
77 years of age
dog up at the Converse Clinic Dixie Lee of Fort Mitchell.
Dewey If, J.
ber in it must be dedicated to Eighth District.
The
deceased
was
the
wife
Banking — David Rockefeller,
The latter three all were detoduy. It has been cared for at
Meade was living in Lexingthe cause,. each member must
of the late Pat Beale who died
Maw York, N Y., president and ed in the May 27 Commence- be willing to fight with all her ton at the time, in the Sixth
the veterinary clinic since it feated in races for statewide
March
30,
1956
They
have
chairman of the executive com- ment Ceremonies.
was removed from the wreca- office last year
been life long residents of the
Dean Jones holds the B. A. will power for her own salva- District, so he used a helicopmittee of Chase Manhattan
Some 900 persons attended
age
willter,
which
equally
attracted
crowds
fat
and
tion
from
Almo
community.
Rank, active in the leadership degree with highest honors
the dinner and heard a teleeverywhere,
other
memto
campaign
i
n
every
ing
to
help
Survivors
are
two
daughters,
Shirley Wade will be hostess
of several institutions and from Murray State College He
phone hookup address from
ber in her battle against the the mountainous Eighth Dis- for the regular ladies day of Mrs Glen Hodges of 603 Mea!wads, author of two books and rimed the M Ac degree at
Hubert
H.
President
Vice
be
trict,
Eugene
Siler.
Williamsthat
can
for
food
craving
dowlane
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Robgolf to be held Wednesday,
responsible for innum- Claremont Graduate School,
Humphrey, who cancelled his
"
nooverburg.
won
the
Republican
to
the
as
harmful
almost
April 10, at nine a m at the erts of Murray Route Three;
." His where he has done additional
• erable benefactions
scheduled appearance because
weight person as drink is to mination, the November elect- Oaks Country Club Her num- three sons, Max Beale of 210
citation notes that his heavy graduate work.
of the death of 'Dr. Martin Luin
Congress
union
and
served
alcoholic.
an
He also holds memberships
ber is 753-4748 to call for re- Siuth 12th Street, Joe Ito b
banking responsibWtiss ". . .
ther King.
The TOPS pledge is as fol- til he retired in 1965.
Beale of Almo. and Paul Beale
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Ladd
servations.
David in American Historical Assodeflected
not
At the state committee meethave
1953.
Meade
Appointed
in
lows
I
Jeffersonville.
Ind.;
nine
injured
in
who
were
fatally
ciation
and
in
American
Asso•
day
of
official
ladies
The
and
civic
Rockefeller's sense of
earlier Saturday, state paring
year
as
for
about
a
person
served
"I am an intelligent
nation of Collegiate Registrars
g',If will start the. first Wed- grandchildren; 12 great grand- the tornado last Wednesday ty chairman Lawrence W. Wesocial responsibility"
of
the
FedKentucky
director
I will control my emotions,
about midnight were buried tberby of Frankfort, a former
and Admissions Officers.
nesday in May, according to a children.
Mrs. Beale was a member co yesterday at the Blue Springs governor and now state senaBefore coming to California not let my emotions control eral Housing Administration.
uh spokesman.
Business — Joseph L Block,
during
the
EisenhowIn 1957,
the Flint Baptist Church where Cemetery in Caldwell County. tor, submitted his resignation
Chicago, Illinois, recently re Baptist College, Dean Jones me.
Every time I am tempted in er Administration, he again
funeral services are being held
Funeral services for the effective June 1. He said, howtired chairman and chief ex- was for 25 years pastor of
satisfy my frustrat- became connected with FHA
today at two p.m with Rev. couple were held Sunday at ever,
ecutive officer of Inland Steel churches in Kentucky. There use food to
he will stay on until afdesires, build up my injur- and served in Washington Is
Willie Johnson and Rev. Lloyd one p.m. at the chapel of the ter the primary to keep the
Company, where he helped he was elected to the Execu- ed
commissioner
for
19
FHA
senses.
dull
my
officiating,
ego
or
VI
iison
ed
Funeral
Churchill
Max
H.
the
Kentucky
Board
of
pioneer the policy of equal em- tive
party organization nonpartisan
Pallbearer; are Cecil TaYlOra Home with 11r. k C. Chiles,
I ,will . remember, .steen states and Puerto Rico. Since
Oeks- Country Club will
ployment opportunity Founder RantiXt Convention And held
during the -primary rampaigns.
ill
practiced
law'
1961,
he
has
private
overeat
in
John
Imes,
fois
Ilyan
Cooper,
though
I
Copeland,
and
Waid
Rev.
Rev
have an Easter Egg Hunt for
of the Business Advisory Coun- other offices in the denominMy excess poundage is there Paintsville.
pre-school children through the Odell Colson, Milton Walston, Randolph . Allen officiating.
cil of the Chicago Urban Lea- ation
and
a
Methodist
Meade
is
a
What
the
world
to
see
Denny
for
all
were
Pallbearers
Mrs Jones is the former Lograde on Saturday. April and James Gilbert.
third
gue, his citation praises h I s
former teacher in the Men's
Interment will be in the Al- Smith, Melvin Grogan, Isaac
the club.
a
m
at
13,
at
ten
leadership of that league which leta Enoch of Marion, Ky. They A Fool I've Been".
arrange- Grogan. Wayne "Butch" ThomMembers of the Murray Club Bible _Class at his church in
Each child is asked to bring mo Cemetery with the
"has kept many Chicago bus- have six children, three of
interested persons Paintsville. He is married to six hard boiled eggs for the ments by the J. H. Churchill pson. Johnny Miller, Gaylon
LONDON IPS — A British
iness men informed as regards whome have attended Califor- invite any
Howard
Funeral Home.
the sclub meetings each the former Laura
Burkeen, J. W. Redden, Wayne Overseas Airways Corp BOAC
hunt.
sae of the major problems of nia Baptist College. Dewey R. to visit
and
they
Morgantown,
Neel,
Campbell,
Ellis
Redden, Rev.
Tuesday evening
jetliner with 126 persons aChildren of all the members
oar time, and has doubtless Jones was for 12 years a memhave two daughters, Mrs. LesEdwin Beach, Jackie Burkeen, board crashed and burned at
in this age group are urged to
• contributed to Chicago's avoid- ber of the faculty and coach.
Ariz,
Phoenix,
Wieland,
ter
and Leo Alexander, all co- London Airport today when
attend.
ance, thus far, of maior social He is now coach at Belmont
and Laura Lloyd Meade, eight.
workers of the fatally stricken it tried to return to the airCollege in Nashville. Tenn.
upheavalt."
man.
port minus an engine and
Two daughters-in-law and a
Ladd. age 25, was the son of with • wing in flames.
California
Business — Ferdinand Kram- son-inlaw are also
Mrs. Floye Malone of Dexter,
First reports said about 70
er, Chicago, Illinois, president Baptist College graduates.
the former passengers managed to jump
Dean Jones's two sisters, as
A portable Zenith . television and Mrs. Ladd,
of Draper and Kramer, Inc.,
A. N. (Artie) Morton of MurOutland, age 19, was from the burning plane as it
near
set and two. hundred pounds Shirley
"One of the Middle West's most well as his mother, live
ray Route Four died suddenly
A grant of 4141.383 has been
of Mr. and Mn, smacked into the ground and
of frozen meats were stolen the daughter
prominent, enterprising and Riverside. They me Judge Sunday morning at one o'clock awarded to the Purchase Area
It G. Outland of Murray Route erupted into • mass of flames
enlightened real estate com- Margaret Jones Morris, San at his home His death was due Fconomic Opportunity Counfil.
The Senior Citizens Group of from the home of Mrs. Lillian
Two. Mr and Mrs. Ladd were The big Boeing 707 had lost
." An advocate of In- Bernardino. and Mrs. Loren to a heart attack
urray and Calloway County McClard of 1703 Farmer Avepanies
The grant will fund the por.
married last July.
an engine on takeoff and its
tegration, "he planned his Watkins. Rialtd.
Mr Morton was 52 years of lion of the coancirs program will meet Tuesday, April 9. at nue sometime Sunday between
The Max H. Churchill Fnn- left wing fell off when it
' Praibie Shores apartment cornage and was a Member of the dealing with program admini- two p.m at. the Community 930 a.m. and 830 pm. accorderal Home had charge of the hit the ground.
plea" as a complete communOak Grove Baptist Church stration. small business deve- Center on Ellis Drive, accord- ing to Sgt. Max Morris. Patrol. rangements.
ity, with tenants integrated on
near the Kentucky-Tennessee lopment, neighborhood cent- ing to Bryan Tolley, president man Earl Stalls, and Capt.
group.
James
Brown
of
the
Murray
the basis of a given ratio of
of
the
state line His brother, Ed Mor- ers, and the summer HeadMrs Thomas Brown led the Police Department.
the races (benign quota" conton, just died on March 23 of Start program The grant will
l'alt.d Crime* Int•namtloull
The police said entrance was
cept), to assure stabilisation"
group in singing last week with
this year.
run for 12 months.
AT NE WPOST
Survivors are his wife, Mn, .„ The small business develop- Mrs. Lillian Graves accompany- gained to the home by breakDr. Karl H. Van D'Elden has
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
cloam' inif theatre — Rich
—
West Kentucky --- Mostly Eulala Paschall Morton of Mur- mentitwill be funded only thr. ing on the piano Bingo was ng out the glass in a back door been named chairman of the
ard St John Harris. London. cloudy and mild with showers ray Route Four; three daugh- ough June 30,
and reaching through to open modern languages department Thousands of NH:prows gather1968 After that played.
England, received the best act- and a few thundershowers this ters, Mrs Shirley Overcast of tune, the program will be platThe hostess, Mrs Mary Lou- the door After the subjects at Hamlioe University. St. Paul, ed around a gray, high-steepled church today to await
or award in 1963 at the Can afternoon and tonight decreas- Murray Route Six, Mrs.- Diane ed
under the control of the ise Baker, assisted by Mrs. Ce- gained entrance the house was Minn. He now holds the same
nes Film Festival for his role ing late Tuesday Temperature West of Highland Park, Mich., Small
Mrs. Martin Luther King Jr
Business Administration lia Crawford, served refresh- searched from room to room, post at the Citadel, Charleston, and
a massive march in the
,n "This Swirling Life." His this afternoon in the 60s and Mrs Carolyn Windsor of
according to the police.
Approximately 463,000 of ments_
S. C. In 1950. Dr. Van D'Elden
.ortrayal of King Arthur- in Winds variable 5 to- 10 miles Chicago, Ill , two sisters, MM. the grant
Those attending the meeting
Mrs McClard reported the served as associate professor of memory of her slaim huswill he used for the
the film version of "Camelot" per hour Lows tonight in the Ara Nance of Route
band.
Three, neighborhood centers in t h e last week were Mr. and Mrs. theft to the police at 834 p.m. languages and literature at
is described as "the master. upper 50s to low 60s Highs Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. RaiMarchers milled in the
Purchase area There is a cen- Bryan Tolley, Ivy Culver, Mes- Sunday
College. Te held
Murray
State
piece of this great actor" The Tuesday in the 60s Probability ford Cooper of Hazel
streets around Ciayborn TienRoute ter. in each of the four coun- dames Brown, Edwin R. Hagen,
being
called
to
post
until
that
citation further praises the of rain today. tonight and One, four brothers, Melvin
phi AME Church, a few blocks
and ties of the area, Calloway, Hildred Sharpe. Goldia Curd,
active duty for the Korean from
rule in that "Its spiritual mes- Tuesday greater than 90 perthe spot where the inCarman Morton of Hazel Route ,raves, Marsha!), and MeCnic. Jewel Parks, Lula Dunn, VirWar.
s.ige was portrayed by Mr
tegration header was felled
but decreasing late Tues- One. Bee Morton of Murray set',
gie Clark. LiHian Graves, Norlianas, in this merger of musi- day Outlook for Wednesday—
last week by a sniper bullet
man Klapp, Lela Shackelford,
Route Four, and Joe Morton.
cal and drama, with consum. Partly cloudy and mild.
while planning this march
Gladys Hale, Johnny McCallon,
1000 Walnut Drive, seven
BABY BOY
SEVIN CITED -.
mate understandin. compassThe regular meeting of the
Winme Fluegge, Celia Crawgrandchildren
.& Ian. humor, and superb reali•
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Funeral services will be held
Seven persons were cited ler ford, mg Mary Louise Baker. Calloway 'County National FarMr and Mrs. Charles Byers
zation of its sublime idea "
LOUISVILLE. Ky (UPI) .— Tuesday at two p m at the the Murray
All interested persons are in- mers Organization will be held of Columbus. Ohio, are the parPolice Department
The five-day Kentucky weather Oak Grove Baptist Church with on Saturday and Sunday,
Tuesday. April 9, at 7:30 p.m. ents of a
vited to attend the meetings.
son, Keith Allen,
Civic Affairs — Ralph -Nader, outlook, Tuesday through Satat Ole Murray State University weighing
Rev M C King end Rev. Tomnine; to the records of the
seven pounds one
TOKYO 'IN — Radio Hanoi
Winston. Connecticut, descritt urday
pavilion.
livest)ck
mie Jackson officiating.
department. They were two fo,
xioriee, born Thursday lApril 4. said tonight North
ATTENDS SEMINAR
ed both as "the jet-ige venVietnam
Temperatures will average 3
A spokesman said it was of They have
will be in the Smith driving on a revoked license.
Burial
one
Mrs
daughter,
Evelyn Palmer, hostess
Me- was willing to meet the Amert in of the turn-of-the-century to 6 degrees above the normal
Pleasant Grove Cemetery with Uvo foi public drunkenness at the Murray Woman's Club extreme importance that all lanie Grandparents are Ithe. ican diplomats
at Phnom
muckrakers" and as a "Robin 62-70 highs and 39-49 lows
the arrangements by the Max one for' driving while intoxicat- clubhouse is attending an Ex- members and interested per- and Mrs Herman Lovins of Penh, Cambodia, or
11 od for consumers" He fostany other
Rainfall will merage about a If Churchill Funeral Home ed. one for
sons attend as information Almo II
way
going
ivr•mg
iute One and Mr and mutually agreeable city for
ecutive Housekeeping seminar
ered the ,aito safety legislat• half inch or higher later in the
where friends may call until en one way street. and one lot at Louisville today, through irom the national headqtrart- Mrs.. Rex Byers of Murray preliminary talks.
(Continued en Page Bier
steek
i.rs will be given.
le, k less driving.
the funeral hour
Route Two.
March 11

Mrs. Cora Potter
Succumbs Saturday

Of coons
ng these

Dewey H. Jones Is
Academic Dean,
Baptist College

4

m.

The Ladds' Dog
Rescued By Doctor

•

Funeral Today For
Mrs. Maude Beale

a

Oaks Ladies Day Of
Bridge Wednesday

•

OR
lit

Rites Held Sunday
For Young Couple
Fatally Injured

Easter Egg Hunt
Planned At Oaks

Immo

venue

A. N. Morton Dies

Suddenly Sunday
Morning At Home

Grant Awarded To Senior Citizens
The Purchase EOC Club Meets Tuesday
At Local Center

7. 'Television Set- And
Meats Stolen From
The McClard Home

WEATHER REPORT

BULLETIN

Calloway NFO
Meets At Pavilion

40.

BULLETIN

/

-

f
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Permits For
March Given

E

LEDGER

&

TIMES "—

MURRAY.

ALMANAC
by United Frees International
Today is Monday, April &
the 90th day of 1968 with 2117
ot follow.
The moon is between the
first quarter and full phase.
The morning star is Venus.
The evening stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1513, Ponce de Leon of
Spain landed at what is now
St. Augustine, Fla., in his
search, for the Fountain of
Youth.
In 1917, Austria and Hungary severed diplomatic relations with the United States.
In 1952, President Truman
seized the steel industry to
forestall a general strike.
In 1963, President Kennedy
made Britain's Sir Winston
Churchill an honorary MUM,
of the United States.
A thought for the day: BeaJunin Franklin said, "He that
goes a borrowing goes a sae
rowing."

Wie reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
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Jackie Burkeen, construct
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"l'ha Owiatandlog Chie Aeon sf a Canmannity le the
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Integrity efK. Newspeper"
Mrs. Louise Guess, park house
trailer, 202 Cross Street.
Joe Pat Lee, construct single
Audubon
dwelling,
family
By UNITED Plt[Sa INTSZNATIONAL
Drive.
Parker and MeCuiston, con
WASHINGTON -- Gen William Westmoreland, U.S struct single family dwelling.
the
at
newsmen
telling
Vietnam,
military commander in
South 17th. Street and Dudu
bon Drive.
White House about the Vietnam war•
Mrs. Sadie Coboon, construct
"Militarily we have never been in better relative poutility house, 1800 College Farm
sition in South Vietnam"
Road.
Spann and Wilson. construct
SAIGON — Marine Lance Cpl. James Hellenbuick of
single family dwelling, CataMount Clements. Mich_ upon shaking hands with a lina Drive and Parklane Drive
member of the allied force that forged a land link with
Trenholm's Drive - In, conthe long-surrounded Marine fort at IQ* Barth:
struct addition to commercial
by Mary Elizabeth Mitchell
-We're really glad to see you guys."
building. 12th. and Chestnut
SPRING is im na bi lar widmmers at outdoor pool down
skiers at Mt. Snow, Vt Fountain Mountain, they call it. It's
TILE BLACKM.‘11,
Street.
below but the 170-feet-high mountain of snow Midi out for
about only site left in Southern Vermont which offers skiing
Felice Holman—illustrat—by
L C. Winchester, construct
ATLANTA — The Rev Martin Luther King, Elr., sobby Victoria de Larrea.
single family dwelling. South ed
bing at the coffin of his sort:
machine"
The "blackmail
14-110MS TEST
Street.
9th.
Hazel Route Two
He never hated anybody, he never hated anybody."
came into being quite by acci— FranPAPKETE, Tahiti
Calloway County Lumber
dent. Murk installed a giant
News
ce will climax a summer of
duplex
construct
Company
WASHINGTON — James A. Smith, a Negro, telling building, 1304 Vine Street.
fan in Oggy's treehouse. in
atomic tests in the S:itith Patending it merely as a coolini;
a newsman of taking his cancer-plagued wife to a hosby Mrs. George Linville
cific by exploding a one-megaHarley Roberson, construct
switch
the
when
but
device,
April 2, 1964
pital after their apartment and all their possessions duplex building. South 14th
ton H-bomb in late September,
treehouse
the
on.
flipped
was
Once again will try to write military sources said Thursday
were destroyed in a flrebomb-set blaze:
Street.
suddenly launced itself sky• a few items. We have had sick The tests, designed to perfect
Jackie Burkeen, co n $t r uc t
"I took her to Providence Hospital today and it cost
parents
children's
The
ward.
nes and arthritic hands and the French nuclear striking
me $9 because her medicine had run out. That's kind of three unit apartment building,
and even the Mayor begged can't write very good any more. force arsenal, follow three years
South 10th. Street.
had when you've got exactly nothing."
the,
land
but
land,
to
First we wish to tell Mr. of testing atomic bombs and
construct single faintly dwell them
"What is it you Williams we enjoyed his editor- the triggers for •the hydrogen
Norsworthy, would not.
Rickmanand
exasperated
Arabella's
ial. I believe. on Friday of last bomb on remote atolls south
ing. Minerva Drive, and Audit want"
father asked. Days later the week very very much.
of this French tropical Island.
bon Drive.
but
airborne,
still
children were
There has been so much sickL D. Miller Jr_ construct
townspeople
parents, the
ness .and deaths this winter.
VISITING U. S.
commercial budding, Industrial their
and some government officials Hardly a family hasn't had flu
Then he said unto them, 0 feels, and slew W Mart Road
LONDON CPO — British Chanjust
were begining to learn
Le believe all that the prophets have spokes.
or an operation in the family cellor of the Exchequer Roy
Electrical Permits
these children want
Mrs. Coll* Housden has beer Jenkins flew to the Unit ed
—LW 24:23. W. A. Lyons, single family what it was
ed and that what children want sent from the hospital to the States Wednesday for two days
.
Scene who reject the word of God's prophets regard dwelling. South 17th. Street.
can be important Once again
and is do- of talks with Secretary of the
theinseivee as wise, but Christ used another word to Brooks Moody. single family Felice Holman has written a convalescent home
ing very well we hear.
Treasury Henry J Fowler. Jendwelling, Magnolia Drive.
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story rich in incident, char
Mrs Daisy Williams has been kins also was expected to see
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and wit—one that visiting a daughter in Cali- ether U S. officials in Washacterization
dwelling, Glendale ....
speaks directly to youngsters fornia and got word to come ington and have a possible
W. A Lyons, single tarn..
today.
home. Mr. • Sip Williams had meeting with Robert
McNadwelling. Glendale it ad
Fiction; Ages 1112.
been taken to the Murray Hos- mara, new president elect of
Brooks Moody. single f.rn
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the World Bank. He will also
ily dwelling. Magnolia five
ES—by Walter Macken.
Mr and Mrs. Curn Mathis' visit Boston and New York.
W A. Lyons. single farniI,
advent
suspenseful
Another
attendBarrow
and Mrs. Gene
Norman Lovins of the Murray City Police is chiefly dwelling. Goodman Drive.
ure by a fine novelist whose ed a wedding of Mrs Mathis'
Alfred Duncan. single fain
responeibie for the arrest of two teen age boys who left
for young readers. nephew in Evansale, Ind.. Sat- Mary Houaden, Melvin Grogan.
book
first
Cook's Cabins on Kentucky Lake without paying their ily dwelling. Fairlane Drive.
Mrs Sally Spiceland, Mrs. BobISLAND Of' THE GREAT YEL- urday
Joe Pat Lee, single family
bill. They were arrested later at Evansville, Ind.
by Spineland. Mrs. Clietyn DarLOW OX. has many enthustaii.
Jim Allbritton*,also had a
Drive.
Audubon
dwelling.
row and grandson, Mr and Mrs.
The Calloway Fbscal Court made psychases of road
Wieners. The new botil birthday April 1
W. B. Cole, replace main' 'tic
Claret/Fe Milner, Benny Stubequipment last week amounting to $:$1,11112.111, according
the story of twelve-year
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Milswitch with 100 Amps. switch. tells
to County Jugde Waylcin Rayburn_
old Finn and his six-year-old ner of Savannah. Tenn., spent blefield, Mrs. A W. Sonm-ns.
SEARCH AND ALMOST-DESTROYED A wounded U.S. 1st Cav1629 Ohre Street.
sister Den-al. who run away. the weekend with the Ellis Mr and Mrs. Clovis Grubbs,
L D Miller, executive secretary Of UM Murray
alry trooper .h.tres his cigarettes with a buddy following an
from their menacing stepfat Shoemakers Weather is hinder- McKinely Shaw, Mr. and Mrs.
Chamber of Commerce, is in Louisville attending the
engagement with the enemy on a search and destroy mission
FREIGHTERS COLLIDE
more
perhaps
and
Stone.
Trellis
scarel;
With
England
in
her.
ing their building plans very
22 miles west of Hue in South Vietnam
two day meeting of the Kentucky Chamber of 011inmente. HOOK OF HOLLAND Tel —
have been recent callers of the
any money and only a vague much.
The rna.rriage of Miss Sue Richishision„ daughter of The 22,211 ton British bulk carLinvilles
grandmotheir
where
of
idea
Mrs. A. W. Simmons spent
Mr and Mrs. M. G. Richardson. and Osinaidegatd, son rier Oakwood ran aground off
ther lives, they set out for Ire
three weeks, with the
Mr and Mrs_ Glen Farthing
of Mr. and Mrs. Nomon Bogard, was selemidgsd an April the Hook of Holland dunrig a land to find her The prii‘e nearly
Orval Simmons in Jackson She and children of Mason, Ga.,
Wednesday
snowstorm early
5 at the home of the bride's patents
almost
them
are searching for
returned home last Wednesday were with Mr and Mrs. Lasafter it collided with a French
from the beginning, but Foal
Mrs. Colic Simmons of Ha- siter Hill Thursday night to
freighter Coastal radio stations
.is
de
and
eludes their pursuers
zel Route Two .spent several Saturday, and on to Sturgis to
reported tugs pulled the Oas
,f
successfully with a variety
days in the hospital at Murray. see Mr Farthing's family Satwood loose shortly after the
threats and obstacles, includo
He is doing well at home now. urday Mr and Mrs James Hill
incident and the French ship.
a mysterious Ameri..m. The
LEDGZEI• TIMIS riLi
Mr and Mrs Buford Barton
the 7.505-ton Vancose, continwere Friday night
strength of the plot, the rich- came last Tuesday and took the and Robyn
* TODAY and TUESDAY *
ued to Rotterdam under its own
guests
ness of the langnage and tie George lanvilles to Dr Roberts supper
Deaths reported today were Mrs Leonard Wilson, power No injuries were reportdepth of the charactertraoim at Murray. and were dinner
fa., • l',14 r Ote, • r,
I.. 1411
Mr and Mrs Fred Th'ilhite
age 75, Murray Route One, Amandus Cain, age 76, Mur- ed and damage was minor
make THE FLIGHT OF THE guests of the Linvilles Sunday
and Shona went to Owensboro
ray Route One, and Mrs Ficsalee Hargrove, age CI, who
DOVES a rewarding rercli.-s dinner guests were Mr and
to attend the funeral of his
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Llla Drinkard.
experience
Mrs. John Salmon and Tracy of step grandmother last week
H. Glenn Doran, vice-preildent of the Peoples SavFiction: Ages 9-11
Paris Route One, George Sal- Little Fred and Leanna stayed
EDDIE THE DOG •I•ilAYER mon of Buchanan. He has spent
ings Bank, will speak to ths Murray chapter of AALTW
with their grandparents, Mr
and illustrated by El- the winter with his daughter,
on "Current Economic Trend". Wu Lula ClIgnao, Beale
Jerry Bowden and Joyce — written
and Mrs Eunice Housden
L.attimore.
Frances
eanor
SandMr.
is in charge of the program;,::.-- •
Mrs_ Gary Sanders,
_
to Maurice Crouse and,
tuition:,
knew
Wilson
Eddie
children
Our best swishes are for reers and
Grum auction sales of the I947 crop of Waimea DIY
Crouse. lot on Crouse
about art except that his friend
and
Mr
Stubblefield,
Collie
coveries' for all the sick and
Lila Fire-cured Tobacco amounted to 19.31CM pounds and.
filly
paid
been
had
Pat
Annie
and
Mr
Hendon.
Mrs Rudy
our symathy to all the bereav
Calloway County Land Co.,
and averaged $27 19 per hundred
Wilma cents by her Aunt Mable f.T.r Mrs. Curn Mathis, Mr and Mrs ed We were sorry indeed to
Darrel Edwin Brandon, son of Mr and Mrs Noble Inc. to Joe R. Sims and
It
g
l
do
her
of
painting
oil
an
Mrs
hear of the death of Mrs. LuBill E Hendon. Mr and
lot in Pine Bluff Shores
Brandon, is attending a sctu:ol on radio and electricity J. Sims.
was then that Eddie sac. ;•. Lassiter Hill, Mr and Mrs Bob- cille Brandon and she is just
Subdivision
at Paris, Tennessee
hr
money
the
earn
to
chance
by C Stubblefield and O.tIldren. one of the many that have pass
t Joe R. Sims and Wilma J
to buy his own puppy Mr and Mrs. Oren Simmons ed away recently
Sims to James D Futrell and needed
few
a
catcher,
dog
local
The
Mr and Mrs Joe H. Curd. Mr
Nancy J Futrell, lot in Pine
uncooperative sitters and un- and Mrs Jerry Counce and
Bluff Shores Subdivision
Many thanks for sending my
— TONIGHT THRI7 WEDNESDAY NIGHT —
comall
competition
expected
Kelley. Darrel Mathis. Odell and aper on. I know I have written
James D Futrell and Naope
for
matters
to
bine
complicate
Danny Lamb. Danny Herndon, thirty-five years off and on
J. Futrell to Joe R. Sims
A gaily humorous book Kim Puckett, Mrs. Jim Allbrit"
THE GLORY STOMPERS
"
Wilma J Sims. lot in Meadow Eddie.
that will delight children of ten, Miss Patsy Falwell. Mrs
Green Acres Subdivision
ages.
James T. Edwards and Joan alki
Ages 9. 10. and 11.
H. Edwards of Marengoe.
A WALK ON AN ICEBERG
to Marcus Sayer. and Margaret
Ellen Chase--illuSewyers of Cape Girardeau. —by Mary
strated by Reisie Lanette.
Mo., property in Calloway CoAlmost one hundred years
unty.
Stamps. Frances ago. a 19-year old girl named
John D
St/imps, Ntason Thomas, and Ne- Eliza Ann Westcott married
Chase. a young sea
rene Thomas to James R. Wes- Melatiah
captain She accompanied him
ton and Ruth L. Weston of Graon all his voyages to many
nite City, fll., lot in Grove
the
strange places, through
Heights Subdivision.
and adHoyt Jackson and John Dee ever-present dangers
of the sea, including
Jackson to Noble Paschall and ventures
a walk on an iceberg. Now, the
Cleve Paschall', 10% acres in
author recreates the numerous
Calloway County.
Louise H. Culbertson and stories told to her as a child
by her grandmother.
Wilma Scbucliardt to Harryet9, 10, and 11.
tie Campbell of Sikeston. Mo.; Ages
WHAT IS THE SOUND: -lot in Lakeway Shores.
Mabel Burgess of Fulton to by Mary I. O'Neill—illustrated
Green D Nall and Charlene by Lois Ehlert.
The sounds of life in poetry
Nall, lot in Pine Bluff Shores
—the sound of water, of jazz,
A kitchen extension saves you mad dashes every time the
Subdivision.
James T Edwards and Joan of whizz, the sound of giggle.
phone rings.(Might even save the dinner.) So get one. And
and
of
the
sound
music
are
Edwards to Layvell Darnell or
enjoy lots of stirring conversations. Call your telephone
of
just
some
the
sounds
writHarold Darnell, property in
business office and order an extension today. You can have
ten about in verse by the auCalloway County
one for only pennies a month.* That's not much.
thor of HAIISTONFS AND
Fred M. Lovett and Elsie Lovett to Purdom M. Lovett and HALIBUT BONES.
Facts for the 9, 10, and 11Jo Lovett; 14 acres in Calloyear-olds.
way County.
*plus nominal installation charges
Caldeeott Award Winner —
Jackie Burkeen and Shirley
1962.
Burkeen to Kenneth 'Turner
ONCE A MOUSE illustrated
and Joannn Turner. lot in Henby Marcia Brown Ages 6 up.
Addition
ry
,
1 orarn in oprr.
LASER REACHES INTO SPACE Ti', ti.. .411
Newberry Award Winner —
A. B. Anderson and Helen
' anon at Goekbard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, ktd. In an
ISM.
Anderson to Fred M. Lovett
experiment to beam a mesaage to a satellite in orbit The
THE BRONZE BOW by Elizaand Elsie Lovett; lot in
test message read. "NASA Laser Test'
beth Gorge Spears Ages 12 up.
ens Addition
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Batt* Stars White Sox Outstanding Team Three Players
Of Leagues, Says American League Prexy Said To Be In
A Comeback
Are Discussed
Bowling Standings

TIME
OUT

ay DICK DEW
UPI Sports Writer
BOSTON CPT — American
By FRED DOWN
NEW YORK RN — Roberto
OILLAI OR DOLLAR
League President Joe Cronin
Clemente is an overwhelming
UPI Sports Writer
BOWLING LEAGUE
doesn't make flat pennant preNEW YORK elPfl — Watch the
favorite to win his fifth NationWools of April 5, 196$
dictions. But he sounds like
headlines this baseball season
al League batting championship
Red
his
all
have
L.
to
Standings:
W.
going
he's
Team
for the names Zoilo Versalles,
The April 13 issue of The Sporting News carries a this year but baseball experts Sox bleached white very short- Hot-Shots
65 39
Boog Powell and Tom Treah.
battle
for
foresee
a
three-way
story that makes one stop and think how lucky he really
ly.
60 44
Tigers
Who?
the American League title aannual
his
making
Cronin,
56% 47%
Challengers
is
Well, it's understandable if
mong defending champion Carl
a Jets
50 54
It is the story of Joe Walker, a sportscaster Who is Yastrzemski, Tony Oliva and home office visit between
those names have slipped your
tour of spring training camps The 4 B's
47 57 minds
blind
"?rank Robinson
and a round of opening games Pin-Ups
33% 70% made because they haven't
As the story states, men in the preen box tell the
the headlines very often
Clemente, the Pittsburgh Piin various AL cities, discussed
Nigh Team Garne
in the last 12 months.
outfielder
'stories They don't make them. But this time it Is dif- rates' 33-year-old
each of the 10 teams during a Hot-Shots
644
They'll be right up there in
ferent, bemuse Joe Walker displays an incredible ex- from Carolina, P. R., was the news conference.
561 48
Pin-Ups
-point type this year, howample of courage greated that has ever been seen on the choice of 19 of the 24 experts
When he was through, it Jets
544 ever,
who participated in the United sounded like the White Sox,
according to the United
field.
Nigh Team Three Csemes
Press International's board oC
International's annual Tigers, White Sox, Red Sox
His knowledge of sports will easily surpass that of Press
1891
Hot-Shots
baseball expertsiehich prepre-season survey. Clemente is
teams Jets
1549 dicts
most statisticians, historians, sports editors, and the working on a string of eight and White Sox are the
that they will be the leadthis sea- The 4 B's
league
his
in
beat
to
1534
drug store expert.
ing candidates for 1968's comeconsecutive .300 seasons and he son.
Scratch
High Ind. Gams
Six days a week, Joe Walker is on the radio as a won NL titles in 1961.'1964,
back of the year awards.
Hopa's For Tight Rees
190 Versalles,
Betty Dixon
morning disc jockey, working from 5 a.m. until 7 a.m. 1965 and 1967.
the American LeaCronin went on to voice the Glenda Hill
175
gue's most valuable player in
He plays religious music.
Yastrzemski, the American hope that the American League
174
Mary
Smith
1965
when the Minnesota Twins
"
Being small, the station is forced to use men in vari- League's triple crown winner can have another multi-team
174 won the
Billie Carroll
pennant, is hoping to
ous capacities and If he is to do the sports he has to fie when he led the Boston Red pennant fight in 1968 similar
H.
High
Ind.
Gams
build a new career with the
In somewhere else, and the early morning show is it. Sox to the pennant last season to the one which pushed league Billie Carroll
234
Los Angeles Dodgers. The Dodg.326 bating mark, and attendance to a record high a
But, if Joe had his was he would concentrate on sports. with a
225 ers gave up
Betty Dixon
Oliva, who won batting titles
pitchers Ron Per221 ranoski and
The station which employes Joe is WAME, a 24 hour with the Minnesota Twins in year ago.
Glenda Hill
Bob Miller to get
He said the defending cham- Nigh Ind. Three Gam** Scratch
operation in Miami He worked for K.XLW in St. Louis 1964 and 1965 and batted .289
him in a winter trade.
pion Boston Red Sox were the
527 -Powell has been
and WYMD in New Orleans, before coming to WAME.
last season, received seven votes team to beat. But he also said Betty Dixon
a fitful star
463
Margaret
Morton
Joe also handles two daily five minute sport shows, each in the AL balloting. Frank
for the Baltimore Orioles, alter,
the White Sox appear to have Bobbie Garrison
455
nating good and bad seasons beon which he gives news off the wire service, plus his Robinson of the Baltimore Or- the pitching and the power to
High Ind. Throe Gamin NC tween 1962 and 1967.
The Oropinion about sports in general and about the Miami ioles, the AL's _triple clown win pennant glory and once a632 ioles traded Mike
winner in 1966 and a .311 hit- gain recalled the theory that Betty Dixon
Epstein be
Marlins in particular.
626 cause they had faith
Billie Carroll
was
right
behind
ter
in
1967,
in PowHe goes to Just about all of the Marlins games, arid
pitching is the root of all vic- Glenda Hill
582 ell's ability to become
the pair with six votes.
consisttories.
can tell just about as much bY listening to the game, as
Splits
Converted
ent
and
Louis
they
Lou Brock of the St.
aren't givinc up
"It should be another close Mary Contri
most people by seeing the game, and by listening I don't Cardinals received two votes in
2-7 yet. race and I'd say the Red Sox Betty Dixon
5-8-10 & 3-10 &
mean over the radio either.
Tresh is a 29-year old inthe NL balloting and Rusty
team to beat for the
3-10 fielder-outfielder who
His ears are so attuned to the sounds of the ball that Staub of the Houston Astros, are the
was' exAmerican League pennant. But Billie Carroll
5-10 pected to develop
he can determine whether it is hit in the air or on the Hank Aaron of the Atlan
into a star
the White Sox looked to me
Averages
Ton
Top
for the New York Yankees. He
ground. He also knoas to what part of the field it le (D- Braves and Matty Alou of th to be more formidable than
A WHALE OF A TRIP Lupa, lArgest whale in captivity, Es
162 has had two poor
Bobbie Garrison
Pirates one each.
lowered into the New York City Aquarium's "Polar Bay"
seasons that
ing and if it's caught, if the crowd noise doesn't interany team I saw. They have four Betty Dixon
152
he'll "show up" his critics this
Brock batted .299, Staub .333 of the finest pitchers in baseafter a flight from Seattle. The 5.800-pound killer whale
fere
144 year.
Aaron .307 and Lou. 338 la ball in Gary Peters, Tommy Margaret Morton
was suspended in the sling-like stretcher for the trip, and
His one big ambition is to attend a World Berke,.
Mary
142
Smith
No fewer than 3.5 players
season.
cold water ',Vas sprayed over it during the flight
John, Joe Borten and that boy Martha Ails
"I am one of those individuals who believes you only
142
were mentioned as likely come
American leaguers who re
have 'to show a youngster the right way to go". Joe dad eeived one vote each were Al with the two first names, Cisco Verona Grogan
136 back-of-the-year stars in
GET MORE JETS
STRIKE ENDS
the
134 UPI survey but Versalles,
"Kids only have to realize that the cards aren't stacked &aline of the Detroit Tigers, Carlos.
Glenda Hill
TAIPEI 'tit — Nationalist
CALCUTTA, India tin -- CalPow"I was most impressed by the Ona Birdsong
134
against them and they can make the grade and have George Scott of the Red Sox,
ell and Tresh were the only cutta port operations resumed China will get more F5A "FreeWhite Sox. They've got good Peggy Tobey
130 ones who received more than Thursday following settlement dom Fighter" jets from the Unany kind of a career their abilities suit"
Tommy Davis of the Chicago
defense in the vital spots and Ann Grogan
125 one or two votes. Versalles
Sounds like real good advice to me, and Joe Walker White Sox and Rod Carew of anytime you can call on those
and of a six-day dockers strike that ited States to build up its com126 Powell got six each and
Dons Scarbrough
the Minnesota Twins
Tresh had tied up all port operations. bat strength. the commanderIs living proof of it.
four pitchers, you could stay Pat Scott
125 got five.
Reline. 33, batted .308. Scott
Nearly 50 ships were stranded in-chief of the Chinese air force
io•
00
right up there.
124
Hilda Bennett
hit .304. Davis had a .302 avduring the strike, including five said Thursday. Gen, Lai MinHotter Good Hitters
The Kentucky Colonels gave up on Westley Unsaid,
121
Mary Margeson
erage for the New York Mets
American vessels transporting tang Made the disclosure at a
"They've got a pretty good Beauton Brandon
I after spending much of their time since last December and Carew batted .292.
121
ceremony marking the complewheat for India.
bench
and
Ken
Boyer
and
Tomtrying to get him to sign a contract with them.
tion of a training program for
The experts obviously disWard
are
Davis
and
Pete
my
They even went so far SS to run a full page ad In counted spring training perforChinese Nationalist air force
good hitters. Detroit looks
Drinking Project
pilots to fly the new U. S.
the Courier-Journal last week telling the things that mances in making their predicmeaner and more self-confident
LONDON
UPI) — et jet fighters.
they had done to get Unseld to sign, and asking the tions because Clemente has and Boston's spring training
Mary's Church in the London
people of Kentucky to write or call him and ask him to been taking extra batting prac- record just doesn't mean that
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — district of Woolwich has ap- Heavy Sole _
/Federal State Market News Sertice in an effort to improve
remain in Kentucky
much," Cronin said.
plied for a license to sell alvice
his timing.
Monday, April 8, 1968 Albert ',endued. student body cohol
SPRINGFIELD, Ore. (UPI)
Then over the weekend they issued an announceBaltimore still has pitching
in its Youth Club. Church
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog president of the school of denofficials said the purpose is to The Lions Club and Jaycees'
problems, the Yankees have
ment after the college all-star game between Lennie
at
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University
of
tistry
Market Report Includes 10 Buydifficulty with the left side of
from Kentucky and Indiana that they had withdrawn
California Medical Center teach youths over 18 how to sold 14.400 light bulbs recently
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their offer
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taking- too Christmas shoppint-tours for
of
a
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on
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floor
The Colonels said that they made a final attempt
underprivileged children.
much"
field he's ever seen but Cron- and Gilts, Steady, Sows Steady. Mexican orphanage
to sign Unseld immediately after the game, but that
haistiS 1-2 200-230 lbs 11900-1950,
by United Press International in doesn't think Minnesota
Landucci
who
worked
In
Unseld maintained he still wanted to play for the BaltiUS 1-3 190-230 lbs 518.25-19 00;
"jelled yet."
Saturday
Celaya. Central Mexico. last
more Bullets
He's had enthusiastic reports US 1-3 230-250 lbs 517 75-18 25. summer as an unpaid volunNEW YORK ,VPl — Peter PiIt seems that Unseld has changed his mind since he per won the Excelsiot Handi- on the California Angels and SOWS'
teer, was a member of Amigos
312 North 4th Street
got out of high school, because that was one of the rea- cap at Aqueduct by
lengths. the pitching-rich Cleveland In US 1-2 270-350 lbs 515.50-16 50 Anonymous. a group which has
US
1-3
300450
lbs
514.50-15.50
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
diens, Oakland is still so young
established' many self - help
sons that he went to the Uuniversity of Louisville WILS
Phone 753-3852
Truly Fine Cleaning
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Hamburg Final
Meets Wimpy
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COOK'S TOUR

HAMBURG. Germany (UPI)
— The hamburger has come
home, by way of London.
The British-owned Lyons
By JEANNE LESEM
and Company, Ltd. has anUPI Food Editor
it soon will be opernounced
48113.11118
YORK
(UPI)
NEW
— Uncle Sam has found a way to get
"Wimpy"
hamburger
200
ating
Walls Purdom, Jr. Morgan
has boss shops in West German cities.
special program
school children to eat breakfast
Sisk, and Robert Wilson
are
members
all
and
planned
Serve it at school, either before dames begin or during
Many already are in business
• ••
morning study hall period. A two-year pilot program to do Just •
urged to attend. Note the in West Berlin, Duesseldorf,
The Theta Densrtment o f change
that recently began its second year with results that a United
in date.
and. of
Cologne. Bochum
Monday, April S
ill
the Murray Wow • Cl
•••
States Department o/ Agriculture i USDA) observer calls
Hamburg, where it all
course.
The Suburban Homemakers meet at the chili
?•B1/
Circles of the First Baptist began.
Club will meet at the hams of p.m. with Mrs. Harold BeersThe breakfast project, an outgrowth of the 21-year-old
German sailors ashore in
will meet as folMrs. Tommy Corneas", On meyer presenting the program. Church %VMS
National School Lunch Program, was launched experimentally to
Yrs. Charles Mer- exotic foreign ports used to dewith
I
lows
South 7th Street. at semis p.m. Hostesses are Mrs. Edward
determine the role of breakfast in educating both needy children
at 9:30 a.m., 11 with Mrs. mand ground beefsteak for
with Mrs James Bogard as co- Shrost, Mrs. John Long, and cer
and those who skip breakfast because they travel long distances to te'
Rufus Saunders at ten am.; their dinner As all German
hostels.
Miss Beth Broach.
pchool.
111 with Mrs. Fred Ginglos at sailors were assumed to come
•• •
•••
The breakfast and lunch programs are administered by the
2:30 p.m., IV with Mrs. R. A. from the country's largest port,
The South Pleasant Grove
Tuesday, April 1
USDA's consumer and marketing service in cooperation with
Hamburg. an order of ground
C•ocapo Tel••••41 v. 114.4 sea, 4.1
SPnder at two p.m.
Homemakers Club will meet at
The Progressive Homemakbeefsteak naturally came to be
state and local officials. Federal aid contributes most of the food
•••
DEAR ABBY. Our 16-year-old son [I'll call him George)
the home of Mrs Dan Billing- ers Club will meet in the home
cost and some surplus commodities.
Methodist known as "a Hamburger"
Goshen
The
a
to
going
hockey
game
was
a
he
his
with
so
boy
age,
us
told
ton at one p.m.
In an interview here, the USDA's Marshall P. Spear talked
The Americans made it into
of Mrs. R. I( Fletcher at seven
Church WSCS will meet at the
•••
their national dish. From his father gave him the car and permission to stay out an hour
about the program's progress. Spear Is school lunch program
pm.
p.m.
seven
at
church
•••
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
North America. it spread back later than the usual midnight.
supervisor for the service's northeast district, which covers 13
S e.
Instead. George went with a 24-year-old divorced man, and
across the Atlantic to Britain,
states and the District of Columbia.
will meet at the asi.lal hall on
The Alice Waters Circle of
Murray Star Chapter No. 43$ whence Lyons set out to conSpear said the pilot project currently serves selected public
Ent Drive at seven p.m Syl- the First Methodist Church
get home until four o'clock the next morning George
the Eastern Star will quer the rest of the world with didn't
of
Order
and private pardchial schools In all 50 states, pins Puerto Rico,
via Thomas and Linda Work WSCS will meet at the home
that we didn't want him running around with this
at the Masonic Hall at it. So far, the company oper- had been told
meet
the Virgin Islands, Guam and American Samoa, He added that e
will be hostesses
of Mrs H. T Waldrop at 0:30
man
710 p.m.
•• •
ates almost 600 "Wimpy"
schools are chosen for • predominance of needy pupils.
am.
S e.
For punishment, we grounded George for a week Last
He also said that while no official studies are yet available on
bars
•• •
The Matte Bell Hays Circle
Employing centralised buy- rught he was bored, so he asked if be could go to town for a
the project, talks with and letters from school officials in his
of the rust Methodist Church
The Beside Tucker Chide el
laminesiley, April 10
said,
I
Then
"No,
turned
hours
he
of
you're
grounded."
ing and limiting their menu to couple
district indicate a big difference in pupils who take part in the
WSCS will meet at the social the First Methodist Chum&
The New Hope Homemakers a few Items in order to cut In- to his father and asked him, and his father said, "YOUR
program.
hall at seven p.m_
WSCS will meet at the Imalla Chib will meet at the home of
ventories and., reduce spoilage,
School authorities report less absenteeism and tardiness, '
•••
you couldn't'io."
of Mrs Moon West, 1901 ORM lbs. Franklin Burkeen at 1:30 "Wimpy" restaurants in Ger- MOTHER said
greater
alertness in classes and better health generally, Spear
a
pouted
while
and
George
His
asked
father
again
his
The Sigma Department of Boulevard, at 9:30 a.m.
p.111. This will be their second many are said to register profits
said.
•
•
•
you
grounded
has
MOTKER
the Murray Woman's CM 091
issattag since the organgUtion of between 10 and 12 per cent father said, "YOUR
The nurse at a regional high school in New Hampshire
meet at the club lasaiii 7211
Later I told my husband that I resented being made the
The Martins Chain&
list month.
compared to 4 and 5 per cent
reported • drop in the number of pupils complaining of Mageniam
•
•
•
p.m. Hostesses will he liosekiss- hit Chum h WSCS
MOM it
for conventional German res- -bad guy" — that he arid I had made the decision together. A
stomach aches. She added that such complaints usually man *
•
es Z. C. E,nix. 0 B
w Concord Homemak- taurants
quarrel followed My husband said it wouldn't have hurt to let
from youngsters who skip breakfast
ers Club will meet at the com'George go to town for a few hours I said once we ground the
The principal of • Camden. N.J., elementary school with an
munity center with Mrs. W T.p.
average daily attendance of 710 reported that 96 per cent of its
boy he -Mould stay grounded
00
Kingins as hostess at one p.m.
students had joined the program and that tardiness had dropped
"THE BAD GUY"
I'd appreciate your opinion
•••
49 per cent, compared with the same period the year before the
DEAR BAD GUY: You had better get eves ganglier
The Arts and Crafts Cluh
program was introduced.
...r'•
"The success of the program depends a good deal on the
will meet at the home of Mrs(
because if your letter Is any indication of what Sea tike at year
Interest and cooperation of school authorities," said Spear He
James Lassiter with Mrs He
house. you are going to have to administer any discipline your
By JEANNE LESEM
explained that schools must bring in cafeteria help earlier than
len Lassiter as hostess at 230
son gets—and he sounds as though he needs plenty.
UPI Food Editor
usual to prepare and serve breakfasta.
pm
NEW YORK WPI1 — For•••
A typical menu calls for a half pint of milk per pupil, a half
foods being fashionable
DEAR ABBY My problem is as follows . I married a man
cup of fruit or full-strength fruit or vegetable juice, and either•
The Hams Grove Ikunemak- eign
these days. how about some of 73 I am 73, also We had both lost our mates.
enriched bread, rolls, muffins or 34 cup of whole-grain cereal.
ers Club will meet at the home
mamsliga„, polehta. kacamak,
Eggs, meat or other protein food are served as often as practical
Well, my husband moved Into my dwelling, and he brought
.
'
of Mrs Willie Virather at one srpska proja or pita of kukuChildren who can pay are charged 10 or 15 cents each for a
along a picture of his first wife, which he keeps on our dressing
pm. The meeting was cancel- ruznog brasnal
full breakfast Those who are especially needy receive the meal
table.
ed last week
may
tongue-twisters
them
All
•••
tree
By Dorothy Boone
He "talks" to her, waves and smiles to her, wtieh hurts
appeal to you if you like corn
Thursday, April 11
meal mush, hominy grits, corn me very much because I try my best to be a good wife
The Welcome Wagon New bread or spoon bread, becatia;
I cook for him, and keep house for him and do his laundry,
Comers Club will meet at 7:30 all are European versions
Thoughts of Elastee Sunday. which kis almast
that picture gets more conversation than I get
but
p in at the Community Build- some dishes long conaldered
here, remind us of the long rcad traveled to CalToday I told him I thought he was an "idiot." and he got
Drive
American.
Ellis.
on
ing
southern
,typically
and
sorrow
of
example
magnificent
vary, with its
mad at me and walked out Do 1 have to let him back in?
•• •
define
encyclopedias
Food
asertfIce. But we're alao moved to think of the end
NO PICTURE
The Coldwater Homemakers grits as coarsely ground grain
,
and the gloriof that road
Club will meet with Mrs. Ne- and groats as more finely
NO
When
DEAR
two
marry. It is
PICTURE:
71-yeer-olds
ous triumph of Easter Sunday
ground grain. Hominy grits are
well Dooms at one p.m.
•••
morning. Small wonder that
made of corn. other gilts are asaalh Mr mutual companionship. If you're sot getting the kind
of companionship you had is mind, talk to your lawyer ahead
Easter is such a day of Joy
The Kirksey Baptist Church made of buckwheat, rye, oats
and celebration!
Woman's Missionary Society or rice Groats generally are ending the arrangement,
will meet at the home of Mrs. made from wheat, buckwheat,
barley, corn or millet
The annual Eisler Parade
Jackie Trees at seven p.m
DEAR ABBY Tell "OLD SARGE" he is not alone I have
•••
Until recently 80 per cent been married for 22 years and I have the
is a traditional part of our
same problem I have
holiday, when we all come out
The Westside Homemakers of the total hominy grits sales bought my wife dozens of beautiful sheer nigntgowns, but she
in
were
States
United
the
In
of
home
the
at
meet
will
Club
decked out In our very best..
the na- wears flannel ones to bed I think they make those sheer gowns
Mrs -'charles Coleman at 12:30 the south, according to
Ls your family all ready for
largest manufacturer of for melt to buy, not for women to wear
tion's
Colorful birthstones — on* for sach
p.m
inspection! If our experience
this product. Now distribution
I love my wife. and I would give anything if she' would put
•••
member of the family — are sat in
nationally
the
Is any indication, we'll bet
Is being expanded
on one of those beautiful nightgowns and look glamorous just
elegant 10K Florentine finish gold
Grove 128 of the Woodmen
can
meal
corn
or
grits
Either
average mother has thoughtof the World will have a din- be used to make -the corn meal for me But she never has I have come to the conclusion that
Dorothy
fully picked out her /hater
t OR GR,1NDMOTHER, TOO!
ner meeting at the Woman's based recipes of Romania. Yu- some worricn just don't want the bother and mess of being
clean and sparkling If
outfit and hes tt ready
loved If you use this, *me don't use my name She would kill
Club House at 6 30 p in
that
Italy
and
north
goslavia
•••
It's not brand new And she ha.s the ctdidren'S
me
"IN THE SAME BOAT'
we mentioned earlier
The Dorothy Circle of the
Special Low
clothes all reedy But what about Dad? Men have
Potent& is the Italian and
will
First Baptist Church WMS
a tendency to take the Easter fashion pars.de a
rnamaliga, the Romanian verTO
"ONLY
BRENTWOOD:
IN
CONFIDE•T1AL
HUMAN"
Introductirry
Neil
meet at the home of Mrs
but Dad will be on display, too
little lightly
sion of corn meal mush: both It has bees said that a doctor who attempts to treat himself has
Brown at ten a.m
Prices Iron.
much
are
they
until
are cooked
a fool tor a ;Norio. Face it, you are sufferisg from an illness.
•••
There's not much time left, but we can still give
thicker than the American va- Gesifide in
another
physician
and
his
seek
help
that suit a thorough cleaning and preetang In time
Friday, April 12
riety Sometimes they're served
The North Murray Home- like hot cereal, with milk eir
for Easter For Mother, Dad and the whole family,
Everybody has • problem. What's yews? For • persona
makers Club will meet at the cream, but more often they
to be mire!
rely on our fast., dependable service
me of Mrs Reins Cole at appear as a starchy vegetable. ropy will. to Abby. Om WM, Lao Awoke, CoL, MCI nod
with meat sauce, boiled fish or onebete • stamped. sell-addressed eavelsge.
1 30 p in
•••
cheese Romanians also serve it
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET. "HOW TO HAVE A LOVELY
with eggs Or fried onions
The New Hope Methodist
Sliced cold potent& and WEDDING," SEND si.se To ABBY. BOX Mee, LOB
Church WSCS will meet at the
marnaloga are fried, baked or ANGELEs, CAL, ISMS.
home of Mrs George Dunn
•••
stuffed And one Italian recipe
takes txilenta well out of the
Saturday, April 13
'The Cleaner Interested In Yew"
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published
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tvotional
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languages, ram
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kind. Is serlike
new fabrics
%ed the American
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warm,
for 25 to 30 minutes. Makes
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from the
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world's
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Max
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for
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clothes
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Custom
Tailored by
served buffet style_
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The ladies day luncheon will
AIWCONDITIONER
be served at the Calloway
County Country Club at noon.
Please make reservations b y
Monday noon Note change in
the hostesses who are Mesdames Harold Hopper. chairman. 1111 Houston, Jr.. Hugh
Houston, Codie Caldwell, E. B.
Hovrton, Nat Ryan Hughes, and
Dennis Taylor
•••
Snock-wurst
Canned liverwurst spread is
This is your opportunity to see exclusive new
the basis for open face attack
styles .. to view the clothing industry's largest
sandwiches Blend contenta of
the
of
can
-ounce
one 434
and most stunning selection of elegant fabrics
This special early buying bonus ,s good any time up to
spread with I, cup of minced
10; silla..Genny tapered with floral mottf, this set
of
slices
16
on
Spread
celery
frOrn around the world. Remember the date .
consists of a 50-piece ser..cs for eight. plus • matching
pumpernickel bread about 2
ii-piece hostess set. Don't delay. Get your estimate today,
,riches in diameter Cover with
There's nothing I e it anywhere
on • Will IASISON Centre' Air-Condit.oner
transparent plastic wrap and
chill Before eerving, sprinkle
with finely chopped fresh
Parsley and pimiento.
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mom Takes Blame
for 'Grounding' Son
By Abigail Van Buren

K'S
TOUR

1
Myv, d/64€

"Let's Talk Dry Cleaning"

the Beautiful NEW

•

RING

a

NO
WAITING!

Take
youParing
with you
immediately!

BOONE'S &Morn

LAUNDRY & CLEANER aohnommes.,

1.

Furches Jewelery

I,

56 piece
Stainless
Flatware

April 10.11

1847 ROGERS'',BROS.

FR

I

WILLIAAUON

Rogers Electric

1110 No. 4th St.

IL

Phone 75-59€3

CORN-AUSTIN CO. INC.

Si factories and offices are
Setting: noisier, leopardirIng
the hearing of millions of ernrilniree who work in them the
Public Health Service reports

sat/IRAS% KINTUCKY
A MAY WEDDING k• Net for Mrs. Eileen White, 15, a widow, and Fireman Frank McHugh,
48, a widower They are shown in San Francisco with their children nine of them here
and eight his, with eyergbody looking happy The children range in age frorn 10 to 21.
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LEPER

S40,7frfte6
milENNISMINTHE
FOR SALE

BY OWNER: House and lot on
Keeneland Drive. 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, central heat and air,
carpeted throughout
Owner
leaving town. Call 753-8028.

o get
urine
just
Fnited
calls

VOLKSWAGEN. white,
perfect condition, only 18,700
753-2218.
• tittles. Telephone
A-8-C
•
1966

11y to
Ildren
ces to

BUNNIES FOR SALE, third
house from Bucy Parker Lumber Company on Concord Road,
after 3:30 P. inA-13-C

at the
with
!. food
talked
*ram
•rs 13
public
Rico
1 that
ble on
In his
In the

'67 HONDA Scrambler 90. Good
condition. Call 753-2869. A-8-P
PIANO IN STORAGE: Beautiful spinet-console stored locally. Reported like new. Respons
sible party can take at big saving on low payment balance.
Write Joplin Piano Co., Joplin,
Missouri.
A-8-P
CERTIFIED SOY BEAN seeds,
Hood, Dare, Kent and Clark-63
Murray Warehousing Corporation, Inc., old Concord Road.
Phone 7534220
A-8-C

tines'.
Spear
pehire
irrunic
come *
Ith an
of its
ropped
re the

e 1959 PONTIAC, automatic, pow
er steering and brakes. Good
condition. Call 489-3241 after
3:00 p. m.
A-8-C

and small monthly paymenta. part time. Experience unnecesFreeman
Johnson,
Realtor, sary. Write: Rawleigh, Dept.
Phone 753-2731.
Freeport,
TFC KYD-1090-721
Ill.
61031 See or Write: Roy HankCHILDRENS CLOTHES. Boys ins, WO S. 4th St.,
Paducah, Ky.
coaU and suits, size 18 months 42001.
H-1TP
to three. Girls dresses, size 7.
Call 753-5899,
A-9-C EXPERIENCED short order
cook. Above average pay, steady
APPROXIMATELY 40 squares work, unemployment
insurance.
of used metal roofing. Call Otto Hy. Lake Lodge
Restaurant,
Chester, 4354042.
A-9-P Aurora, Ky. Phone 474-2259.
A-10-C
A HERD OF registered Bluemist Chinchillas. Will sell 3
units of breeders for less than
FOR RENT
cost of the equipment. Reason
for selling, ill health. Can be 2-BEDROOM farm house, elecfinanced. For more information tric heat, air-conditioning, carcall 4362334.
A-9-C peted, garden spot, 5 mUes from
university. Phone 753-2835 or
GERMAN SHEPERD puppies.
753-2376 after 5:00 o'clock.
Phone 247-3333.
A-13-P
A-10-C
4-ROW BURCH cultivator, 2
FURNISHED
two-bedr
oom
afarm
wagons, Massey-Harris
combine. James Cooper, 435- partment. Central heat and airconditioning, Embassy Apart5311.
A-0-C
ments. Phone 753-7814 or 75316' WOOD BOAT. Cheap. Call 7146.
A-8-C
753-1348.
A-0-P
TWO-BEDROOM house. Call
1963 FORD Fairlane, 13-clinder, 753-5111 after 7:00 p. in. A-8-P
straight transmission. Just been
completely overhauled. Call 753- HOUSE TRAILER 10' x V, 3bedrooms and 1S4 baths. Couple
E239.
only, no pets. Call after 4:00
LARGE? LOT on S. 4th, south p. m., 753-2930.
A-9-C
of Garland's car lot. OwnersCarpenters Union No. 1734. Call TRAILER SPACES, water and
Rupert Nix 753-2955 or Terry sewerage furnished, $15.00 pet
month on blacktop road. Call
Cavitt 753-4954.
A-12-C
436-2334.

ANTIQUE dining room set, sol- RUGS a mess? Clean for less
id mahogany, round table, 8 with-Blue Lustre! Rent elecchairs, buffet, china cabinet tric shampooer $1. Big K.
Phone 492-8459 or 492-8444
A-13-C
A-8-C
FOR BETTER cleaning to keep
COAL FURNACE for medim- colors gleaming, use Blue
ase house. Ideal for a large Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent
body shop or garage. Call 753- electric shampooer $1. Hughes
1503.
•
A-8-C Paint Store.
A-13-C
BY OWNER: New 3-bedroom KIRBY DUAL Sanitronlc
brick. Central air and heat, World's Most Complete Vacuum
built-in appliances, carpet thro- Cleaner. Call Jerry Adams, Mayughout, located in city. Full field, Ky., 247-8663, collect, for
price $17,250.00. If interested free home demonstration withcall 753-3672.
A4-C out obligation. You will be glad
you did.
H-ITC
NOW OPEN 11ow- Westwood

in the
ar. He
r than
a half
either•
cereal.
ictical
1 for a
e meal

Subdivision at the south end
of South Eighteenth Street, oneWANTED
half mile from city limits. Over
one hundred choice lots to WANTED AT ONCE - Man or
choose from, price range from woman to supply consumers
$1200 to $2400 No money down with daily household necessities
In
county or Murray,

A-9-C

GARAGE APARTMENT, furnished, on South 15th Street,
available immediately. Phone.
753-3040.
A4C

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

YOUR BUSINESS for sale?
Businesses only For fast confidential service write or call:
471 1930. Byerfinder System,
SUteston, Mo
A-11•C
IS

SERVICES OFFERED

KENT WRIGHT for
filing Income Tax Returns. 75$•
6251.
A-13-C
CONTACT

WILL SIT with elderly or sick
preferably in the hospitat

Cliff Farrell's new Western thriller

TIMES -

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MONDAY - APR.ILIL In5

!fist Church has flatly condemned the consumption of alcoholic beverages in any quantity.
"Persisting in the Use of intoxicating liquor" is an offense
for which a member theoretically may be tried and expelled from the church. Ministers
are required to take formal
or will keep small children.
pledges of total abstinence.
A-8-C
Phone 753-1348
It has long been an open seMOVING
cret that these rules are winkREASONABLE and reliable.
ed at by a large proportion of
A41-NC
Phone 753-7271.
Methodist laity and a not-inconsiderable number of clergy.
FOR INCOME TAX service, see
Survey Shows Drinkers
or call Fulton E. Young, 753A 1963 survey of drinking
4946.
A-ii-C
patterns showed that 81 per
cent of Methodist above the age
WE WILL repair your storm
of 15 use alcohol. That's only
damage, large or small-RoofBy LOUIS CASSELS
ing free estimates, no obligaUnited Press International two percentage points under the
tion. Reasonable rates. Call 753Methodists are choosing up figure for Protestants in gen8260.
A-9-C sides for a family fight over eral. Other surveys tee indi
their church's stand on drink- cated that the number of drinkWANTED: Yards to mow. Call ing.
ing Methodists may run as high
753-4978.
A-10-C
It will take place at a general as 70 per cent.
Last October, a meeting was
conference which convenes in
Dallas on April 21, and it bids called by the Methodist Board
NOTICE
of Christian Social Concerns
fair to be a sizzler.
successor to the famous MethoFor
generations,
the
MethoELECTROLUX SALES & Serdist Board of Temperance to
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,
consider the advisaibility of
if
employes
unions
conThe
C. M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
,stantly fight the elimination of modifying the church's stand.
Lynnville, Ky.
A-11-C
The participants in the Meetjobs. If computer instruction
can develop more efficient use ing-a broadly representative
of staff, it is important that group of pastors and theologthis be determined before there ians--concluded that the policy
NOW IT IS SPRING- New York City residents know it really
is a move to perpetuate jobs of insisting on total abstinence
is spring when animals of the Ringling Bros. and Bari-elm
"is producing hypocrisy and a
which are unnecessary
-end Bailey Circus march along 33rd Street. That is the
Technology is far from elim- loss of integrity in the corpEmpire State i3uilding in the distance.
orate
life
of
the
church
and
in
inating teachers This would be
undesirable since it is Unlikely the lives of many ministers
that machines will ever teach and laymen."
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
THEY WON'T LEAVE
human values, generosity, love,
Drawn Proposal
ON THEIR OWN
social affection or understandPODULI SUOW2
Following the advice-of-INACROSS
2.A state
HMUMUM ummo
ing. These are the result of
(abbe.)
October meeting, the Board of
moon
U0300 -4-0
human beings working together.
TERMITES
3 Small bite
Social Concerns has drawn up 1.Sunburn
I 0
GMMUM
4.Amid
Perhaps
important
the
most
4
Appellation
of
Go right on eating if you
a series of proposals to be 9 Tate
on OUOMQ ari
point
Athena
to
this
remember
in
perignore them. The answer.
fill U000 DUMUU
placed before the general conunlawfully
5 Having dull
iod of advancing technology is
00M0
Kelly's Pest Coevtrell
ference, supreme legislative 12.Mohammedan
linrsh
careful planning Any venture
NOMMV OW=
mune
body of the church, when it
6.River
in Siberia
mum moon mia
Locally owned and operat- into this area should be care- convenes at Dallas later this 13-Tag
7 Openwork fabric
nos WOMOO MOO
14-Se in debt
ed for 20 years. We can be fully investigated, well plan- month.
5'Moody
MO assou nomm
ne, and. fully financed. Equip9-klan's name
reached 24 hours a day.
nmmayi nonmou
17-Somersault
ment without qaulified man10 Night bird
0112100 DOOM
-IF IT'S A PEST CALL US • power is a waste of time and
13Insect
The board's recommendations 19-Whips Man's
21
16
Become
aware
money.
call for:
Phone 753-3114
30-Prohibit
52 River in Belgium
h.knisme
ot
-Scrapping the ministerial 22iFestme
Member Chamber of
32-Vigor (coital.)
54 Golf mounds
18-Cut
36-Fruit
55
POLITICAL
Young boy
seed
POLL
pledge of total abstinence.
Commerce and Builders
24-Greek letter
.20-Pigpen
3$-Fold
56-11wererice
TUEBINGEN, Germany EPS - -Deleting the section of the 26 Court order
Association. LCP-195
22 Strong winds
41 Fondle
57 Chinese pagoda
Seventy per cent of West Ger- Methodist "discipline" which 29-Sharp and
23 Fruit of oak
43-Dance step
59-Born
25 Ventilate
415.Mntakes
harsh
60 Music as
mans polled in a public opin- permits trial and expulsion of
27 Specks
47 Compass point
written
31
Bark
ion survey published Wednes- a drinker
26
Plague
49-Colton
thread
63-Great (abbe.)
digit
day said they thought President
-Revising the church's offi- 33-Pedal
34 Behold!
1 2 3 in 4 5 6 7 III ::::::: 9 10 11
Johnson was "by and large, a cial statement on alcohol to 35-Short ,sleep
good President," the 'Wickert stress practical 'reasons for ab- 37 Corded cloth
•:°:
12
Mr
14
Institute reported. The insti- stinence, while making clear 39-Symbol tw
Phone 733-3911
03BE l3
.i:?Z
tute said 17 per cent thought that each Christian is free to
tantalum
15
16
Mi 17
l•
Johnson yes not a good Presi- make his own "responsible de- 40.Sea eagle
XV.
42 Ti.,
Located 100 S. 13th Si,
dent while the remaining 13 cision" on the matter.
44
...ed...19
Entreaties
H-13-C
per cent questioned said they
12 23
24
46 Dirk
26
27 211
had no opinion.
The net effect of these chan- 48-Crony (case.)
•'29
30
11
31
32 e_ _Weal
ges. if adopted, would be to put 50Geelk
GRECHKO RETURNS
:410!:=11
Vessel's
the United Methodist Church Si cured
34
35
36
31
planking
MOSCOW kirk - Marshal Anin the position of strongly urg- 53 Hindu guitar
37•
drei Gechko, Soviet defense mi- ing voluntary
41 042
/3 144
45
abstience instead 55- Newest
58 Surgical
nister, returned to Moscow of trying
1 ....
47
to enforce a legalistic
threads
•
46
Wednesday from a
Mideast proscription
61 Shoemaker's
of alcohol.
tour during which he conferred
tool
king ol birds
62
with military leaders of Egypt,
ile5l;
Opposition to the proposals si 64-Soak
Syria and Iraq. While in Egypt,
65-Rwer
m Wales
likely to be vocal and veheNV
.000
Grechko visited Egyptian mili66 Evaluates
ment. It will come from Me- 67.0cean
61
•••••• ga
gi62
tary positions in the Suez Caieree
thodists who view any modifi•rdw`ww!
nal Zone and watched an air
DOVIN
65
cation as a retreat from the
.ig
.07
force exercise there.
IN 66
traditional temperance stand
I Mahe lace
TUES. NITE-APRIL ftb
Dietr. by l'oited Feature Syndicate, Inc.
g
$150
• Household Brooms
• Warehouse Brooms $200 PEANUTS®
By Charles M. Schul3
$100
• Wet Mops
Si 50
• Dry Mops
Proceeds For Civic Projects
HERE'S TIE WORLD
ACTUALL4', t3EGLES ARE
AN, WHAT A THRILL !'
A-9 C
FM100 60LF -PRO
ALA1051 NEVER IMITED TO
GEOR6iA IN THE SPR046!
RKEIVPI6 HIS
RAS' IN THE MATER,.
IMITATION TO FlAir
IN THE *ASTERS

Methodists
Choose Up
Sides In Tilt -

GET
RID OF
PESTS
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BROOM
and
MOP SALE
by
MURRAY
LIONS CLUB

Front the Doubleday & Co novel: Copyright 1967, by
Cliff Farrell. Distributed by King Features 0
Syndicate.
FittafinCin •uge•di
The lad was tee terrified o.
VOICE belonged to La wortfully 'The fine thing ail answer He clung to hie grandrtnee Shannon Dan Billicue guilty person tries to do is point . mother. wailing Dan swung
tent his horse must .he finger at someone else We ;down and ma closer to the
nave followed s.ome natural Shannons do our own Hinting burning shearing shed. A man
•
route to the summit that other We don t nice dirty nigtit
tardy t aee-down, was lying alanimals had umei---• Nab that whelp. wen het In Shacktown.-!moot within reach of the fur.
was being guarded agatnst et- I "Then who does?"
I uses neat from the blase.
trudere by the Shannon&
-There's no need to anew/lel He iiimmed his hat over We
Be lifted his arms "1 in net that The moue one who A pay 'tare Li it protection and did
not
carrying • gun; be said "I'm .11g you
dare breathe Reaching the fallDan Driscoll"
-I saw your supply wagon in en man, he wised turn by an
-Bettor known as Diamond Flag • tew days ago." Dan isiil art and dragged him away
Dan Brumes.' sbe said
-Wain t that quite • piece to (rem the flames
legeer does travel jun in this: rtaul flow aiki uacon When Uhte
The rout of the long shed feu
ring,,' he conuttented
. Willa a nore is lie handy us .n. it. wane et-illapsing sending
"A man from town came by Pie Beue?
a volcanic gust of fire and
at dark to warn in" she. mid
*What ii It to you as to where 1 sinuke into the ski Dan
had
'That was right friendly ie r e buy our grub M. Diamond Use terrible teat hi flesh was
Men- Den remarked "But, Dm! lie woe 7.
I being cooked tut he fought his
warn you tie what?''Could it be that °tee won't way wit of danger with his hur'Whit* one of us did Sint carry you on his credit books tle',
Roy-al send you over here to- any longer?" Den asked "And,
Laetrile Snarinon arrived anti
night to kill? Me? Hieber!.441131- with all the had luCk yeielre_halged cerry the limp torm to
be both of us."
been having. you re likely meet- serer distance. -Heber!" she
By Ernie Bushmiller
'Is that why you were out gaged might heavy at the bank. earl in • grief broken voice.
here? Waiting for me?"
I noticed that Obte a president "My eon' The last of them And
By DAVI!? NYDICK
AUNT FRITZI ---DID
-Maus right. And keep your of the Innis, wtech means that now they've mune•red ritm too!
UPI Education Specialist
YOU DROP
/inns up Pm not fool enough to he owns it end that 8 d Kam is Curse all the Roy eta'
kill
students
Will
future
the
of
believe you haven't got • gun only his errand buy I just bet them with ray own Panda
be holding discussions with comon you. (let down off that horse, the bank is refusing to extend
Heber Shannon wta not dead.
ISOMETHINGN THERE?
slow arid careful. them-"
time on-He was breathing, and began to puters' Are teaching machines
effective
more
teachers?
than
He broke off. "[rook!" he ex- -moan. His hair and bruws were
"What it I told you that Bill
•
Itoyai didn't send me here ?" claimed.
singed away. but Dan believed Should school spend money on
flames were bursting from he bad not been too sefiouely new teaching equipment or
Dan tasked. That would be lasone of the buildings at the sheep burned.
puerible BID Royal is dead."
should they stay with the prolie heard hew draw • sharp, rancia Dan heard the distant_
But, blood was staining tie grams of the past'
startled breath Timbre was a heavy slam of a six-shooter. La- ground from r weund in Ws
Parents, edueators, school
space of silence *Are you O- vines Shannon uttered •nevem side. -He's been shot Don slid boards and communities are.
ng ?• she finally said. -Of of terror. Dan lowered his anew
Two of the Basque heresre obliged to consider the many
course you am. Wiles did be and looked over his shoulder canes riding into the yard. bare
Ube had been standing back of back on harness horses. "Try ti new methods being devised for
die!"
instructional purposes.
FWAO,11.- PUS#4.1,l
- "A few minutes alter your hire during thee/. Oonwerwatlaw, save the howler' Lemma shoot
The possibilities of comput
two giinhanda stampeded the bedding • rifle The rifle wee ed at them -Heber's been shot
med, teaching have only been ABBIE an' SLATS(g)
,pae of cattle we had gathered drooping ea she stared, frosen. ru look after him "
By Raeburn Van Buren
for market. That was just after at the flamer in Use distance.
Tr- Basques began carryint, touched. There are endless uses
'Take my hand," Den said, water from the nearby pond for such equipment in the in•
dark While we were nal/Itng
THAT MAN IN THE
WHY THAT'S SLATS SCRAPPLENOBODY KNOWS.
around out there one of them for he bad not obeyed her cornHeber Shannon s berme ap structional program. As an exPtCTliRE.,.WHO IS HE?
BECKY'S HUSe.AHD,
HE JUST UP AND
rude to the ranch and shot Bill mend to diemount. -Swing up peered to be superficial, thanks ample. it is possible to develop WHAT is
WHY 2
Me WHERE
DISAPPEARED A FEW
IT!
back
of ass"
In the back of the bead."
no doubt, to the bullet that hail a continuing diagnosis of stuII
eiteE105 AGO •
"Tye got • horse staked out flattened him face -do
Again the tong Allem* 'Is
net the dent knowledge and instructhai the truth:"' she demanded. in the brume." drew quavered
ground. Dan's own burns were tional needs on a computer It
•That's the reason ' rode over
"There's so time for that," erobably more painful
is also possible to generate
beer
Dan said. '1 wanted to Dan said. He lifted her bodily
E1111W11111S Shannon now 1ritiveit
be it all the Shannon. were ac- onto the home, arid she clutched and worked with Icy eft a ieney from this diagnosis a prescriphis eboilders as lw headed the She eeidenUy Was PO stranger tive program for each indivicsisirwed In,
"All the Shannon." dee animal at • gallop down the to the sight of blood and v..s• dual child.
Experimental programs are
).et
bitterly 'That means long want. The distance was experienced
in the frontier
my.eit and Heber, and my HMO mom than • mile. The Si-, wee methods of treating
in existence' which through a
gra:Wein. We're the only Shan- devouring the structure.
She paused long enough to combination of television and
non. ter Did you expect my
Ire the ellenring shed.' La- turn to Dan 'Cii out and tell computer can teach a course in
iii- ...len and my poor dead eon, virus Shannon breathed.
Bernardo to ride to town and computer programnting. The
The Nam lighted the ranch- fetch Doc Anderson,' she veld
tiro from their graves
Al,
student moves through the cou
ana ire here umlaut."
Turd- A email figure had ap. "Yap pronto!'
ree reading information.' re
"Heber• the one I wanted to peered hoot the renchhouse and
Dan complied enother BIM. toionding to
questions. merit'
up on Where's be been was moving around •Imlessly
qua bad arrived and tinned the
AH WILL
"CIS•dr Larinis Shannon water brigade. Dan wei7w.i tub Mg answers and directions has STUNNED OX • • 44,'
lenient 7:ZS'AAP
NiE.VEP
cd upon their responses to the IA
ESOSS,
'1 We what you mean He- screamed. .:Chad! Go back! Clo .wnd helped slim Theu
egit,
,'OUGHTNIT TO
AH
CARE
DON
ii
T
HOW
TTRESS
C
6ENEDi(1 A 'Pt..1EL5LUE...!!
bei • been at the r•neb all back!"
prevented iurthew Apre-wi 'it the questions A student can even
AMP
`10'CIOES. THAR'S ONE. •
4
'"STANDS
.
The night sad been calm, but flames. The %healing %hews and ask the computer for special
4 TpoyESLE.
4%
asleep" I hope He's been
TelitsIG MORE IMPAWT': )
r0"Al:kr
Him
win king night ano daj since the flames were cresting Wee the second stricture were he- help on a particular. problem
THAN MONE.s1'h.' oileup skinning and curing own windetorm, and othet build- yond aid, and Den fine% re which he doesn't understand
THAT
t'elta to mit what pewit,. we anis as well as the main house turned to the n"'se leaving the
Should money be spent on
might soon be Involved
:auk/ •
debris of these two buildinga to such experiments' Perhaps this
Dan pulled the horse to a hart bum out
"Do you know Use real names
is the ideal time to move in
it the men who call themselves Lavuus Shannon slid to the
such a direction Teachers are
ground and raced to the small
Folii Smith and Ain Martin ?"
&igen, sees hl 1.1114 snow
expensive They are becoming
boy in nightdress, who ati
enould I?"
Shannon . A PrIghtrineal
more expensive each year
.w -leen Royal thinlis you terrified and weeping
Ildered
another. bee
And ter
In industry there is a pro- •
erei them to pose as espiat!:Chaii!" she choked. Where's _roomed.
Weal whenever an attempt is
•Binitgpro
your uncle!"
b...
17'e Is Caw.tir kt d
made to automate a set-tea,
re... nur Owitt'enlee • Oai woes, nneeekettt • ter ewe Cher irse•ii outereitee es Knee r
A; ...re
thereto reducing the numlier
altAPTIOR
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BOATING

Clothes Must Meet
Club Regulations

By JACK W2ILISTON

-

slim
RARK-TENTURE fabric in Caribbean blue shapes
hand knit wcsA
belted golf skirt topped with a matching
armhole shirt
cardigan and plaid cotton seersucker square

Jaial•LLA _•1,, 55W

MURRAY, RENTVCKT

—

(cotPANT-CULOTTE in a plaid diagonal-weave McTwill
ton and Kodel easy care fabric i which can pass as a dirndl

skirt teams up smartly here with BanLon turtiONtek shirt.

small main and .11b for leisurely cruising and day sailing but
NEW YORK (UPI) — An with large foretriangle that will
ocean voyage in one of today's accommodate big genoas and
smaller stock sailboats can be a spinnakers for racing
safe and pleasant experience.
Power is by outboard up to
Three hardy California sail- 10 horsepower which may be
recently
it
d
demonstrate
ors
mounted en the transom
when they made a 2.500-mile
Stangeland points out that
to
Angeles
Los
from
cruise
provisioning for long cruises on
Honolulu In a 22-foot sloop
small auxiliaries is no longer a
The trio, owner-skipper Phil problem with availability of a
Tom
and
Stangeland. Jim Fritz
great variety of specially preRusso. sailed the sloop Gadfly pared and packaged food condays
into Honolulu harbor 23
centrates which need no refrigafter departing the California eration. Cooking on the Gadfly
109
almost
coast, averaging
was done with a compact one
miles per day.
burner alcohol stove.
The best 24-hour run was an
Stangeland said the water
was
Impressive 176 miles
supply — 34 'gallons
The Gadfly is a fiberglass carried in plastic Jugs spread
craft with M.O.W.C. , Midget ouC over the boat — in the
rating bilges, under bunks and in
Ocean Racing Class
and was built by W.D. Schock other low places Eleven gallous
Co. of Santa Ana. Calif.. were left on arrival in Honowhich calls it the Santana 22. lulu.
It has a 7-foot 10-inch 'beam, Spare rigging parts, rudder
3-foot 6-inch draft. 2.600- assembly, tools and other
pound displacement and 217 items which might have been
square feet of sail area. Length needed to make repairs underat the waterline is 18-feet 9- way were taken along, but none
inches,
was needed
Stangeland feels that on
As for compatability. Stangesuch a long voyage the size of land's crew of Fritz and Russo
factor
a
much
so
the boat Ishot
had worked with him for some
and time at the School of Sailing.
as design, construction
proper provisioning
which he operates in Marina
He also says that compatibil- del Rey, Calif. and they were
with
acquainted
ity of shipmates and genuine thoroughly
love of the sea are two other each other before the voyage
vital factors that can either began.
make a voyage fun, or MUDS'SBefore they left they con, depending upon the degree sidered the possibility of "cabto which they are present.
in
developing and made
Stangeland's Gadfly has a it a rule that no man would
medium size, self - draining raise his voice in anger or
cockpit to allow a boarding sea grow surly in the presence of
to drain out on its own, a low his 'shipmates. They lived up to
profile cabin top for reduced this, Stangeland says
wind resistance and strength to
Weather conditions for most
stand up to solid water from of the 23-day voyage were
..waves that might slam into the smooth, but about halfway
side in a blow
waves built up to such proporAnother hull feature, which tions from a distant storm that
pros ides good performance in some American destroyers pasany small offshore auxiliary, is sing fairly close almost dropped
the fine forebocty designed to out of sight when they were in
make windward work easy go- the troughs. SUsngeland said.
ing and pleasant. There is
And for the last three days
enonah- flare to keep the spray into Honolulu, the Gadfly was
down and the fine entrance de- hard on the wind in stuff up to
velops into a stiff midsection 40 knots, instead of running in
with good beam well aft to give as is usually the case
high stability
The spade rudder is placed
Confectioners sugar, moistwell aft for positive control un- ened to dribbling or spreading
der all conditions.
consistency with brandy or
Gary Mull. who designed tht runs makes a celebration topping for stollen or other holtSantana 22, gave it a maathessd day
yeast breads
swet.
sloop rig, allowing a relatively

4
air cavalryman looks from helicopter
at one of 17 bridges knocked out by the foe to hamper Operation Pegasus to raise the siege of Khe Ranh in Vietnam

BRIDGE OUT
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Murray Loan Co. )
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
Phone 753-2421

506 W. Main Street
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ly TAD ItOYNABY
la4 THE That few
male

college

even

their

have
not

discovered
a

only

sport

and a

builder

but

meet "the

rears fe-

and
students
sisters
younger
that

golf

is

challenging fun
physical fitness
a flue way to

Anti-establishment as they
may be in other direcuons
the great game of the greens
These are • few

reasons why co-ed colleges are
including golf instruction in
physical education prqgrams
And, as might be expected
these young wmen are introducing

a

fresh

new

ap-

proach to golf fashions without disrupting club rulings
They are fresher, crisper yet
appearance
but them is an unrrustakable

almost

classic

after hours of play
Here we show the young
wife of one of the members of
the

Junior

France

man."

is for their.

chic about them Fabrics are
practically all easy-care and
retain their pristine look even

in

standing

1968

designed by
and

smart

Gold

modeling

of

Team
some

golf

out-

fashions

McMullen. Trim.
anyacceptable

where, they are available at
leading departnient stores nationally and in the golf pro's
shops at good clubs
While women golfers - - pro
or amateur- may never be a
real threat to the serious male
player, they sure do add to
Use joy and excitement of the
sport and bring a special colorful chic sparkle to the fairways-

It's Planting Time
SHOP AT SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER
For All Your Gardening Needs
We handle only Quality Stock at the
Lowest Possible Prices
IT PAYS TO BUY FROM A REPUTABLE
GARDEN CENTER
No stock left on sidewalk to dry out We
take pride in all our stock so that you get
good results and are happy with your
plants

We Have Everything from Onion
Sets to'Wheelbarrows

Shirley Garden Center
544 No. 4th Street

YOUR NEST BUY TODAY...COULD BE
A DAY OF NEEDED HOSPITAL-MEDICAL CARE
ONLY A PHYSICIAN can diagnose the
condition, admit the patient and order
the necessary hospital sank*s aad
supplies when neeclid ...

ONLY A HOSPITAL is equipped and
staffed 24 hours a day — to provide
the if. saving services and supplies
you or your family may need ...

all wool imported cardigan with -knit In"
smooth, easy "swinging" has wee golf bag appliqued ih reel
and white and red and navy brass-buttoned, front closing

OLORED
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YOUR BEST BUY IN HEALTH CARE PROTECTION IS

For N. Mexico
I };,)NE
NM
UPI) —
Jui4, about everything is 'unfinished at Tyrone, But irive
time, after all. It is a town
being built all at once
Tyrone is to be a company
town for Phelps Dodge Copper
Corp in the hills of southern
Neu Mexico not far from Silver City When the company
roes into full-scale mining
operations nearby in 1969. the
approximately $5 minion town
will be humming
Its homes. 183 of them In
three and four-bedroom styles,
are laid out in gently carving
streets lo a kidney-shaped development faced by • cluster of
offices and atores It all -covers
a 80-acre plot of land C H
-Leaven & Co, of El Paso and
.t ft 43rennarld Construction
Co -are in • Joint venture on
the project whose architect is
LOUIS 0 Heaseiden of Albuquerque. N114
At the site of a new mining
a feet miles away

operation

there is 'another story of a
Wein grown up overnight, The
original
was also a
Tyrone
mining town for Ohelps' Dodge:
in the years* 1917-1921 When
the mine closed. the toe n did.

BLUE CROSS%nd BLUE SHIELDS
(Kentucky Corporations Serving Kentuckians)
These Plans Offor You:
•Maximum benefits pisr dues dollar es a result of efficiency and economy of essennh
•A choice of hospital room oltowonces.
•All other covered hospital services peld hi full.
•Surgical-Medical plans with realistic allowances
•Maio, Medical or Extended liettefit Pion for G
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Please send information, without obligation, as check below.
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fl

A

interested in forming an employe* Group Plan.

-1 a,64 or under. Neither my spouse nor

El .1 will soon
'ult. ire e orth It
Empty
hcfrok sl
,
11 and -us,. It for

GROUP PUNS MAY It FORMIC) WHIR!
THERE ARE S 01 MORE IMPlOsiii

SLUE CROSS and SLUE SHIELD
3101 lonistewn lead, 1.6401•111e, Ky. 40201

Iris,

One way of shenalno off
Christmas cards reqiiirca a little movino ohntit Mit the re-

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

APPLY NOW

I

work where there are 10 Of 001111

persons.

be 19 or marry before 19 and want to keep protection.

I am interested in
(Farm

your

EU,'POU

6

Cross ond Blue E1,Te1d -65 Plan for persons ago 65 or 4...der.

AlrrnSers, not enrAed, sze your Form Bureau Awl.)
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